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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Transportation investments and the systems that are developed from themshape lives and communities. The
transportation system is a complexweb of highways, sidewalks, bike paths, trains and bus services that connect
people to eachother aswell as toplaces ofwork, play, prayer,medical care, and shopping.Transportationpolicies
and decisions influence land use andhow communities andneighborhoods are designed and built—whether
sprawling and disconnected, or central and connected.

The combustion engine and the creation of the highway system increasedmobility and access to goods and
services.However, investments in highways have come at the expense of other transportationmodes. Over the
years this has led to aheavier relianceonvehicles and roadways and less onwalking, bicycling and transit use.
Further, suburbandevelopment has resulted in communities that are away from towncenters andpublic transit
and require a near-total reliance on the automobile for transport and access.

Our dependence on automobiles and roadways has profoundnegative impacts on humanhealth: decreased
opportunities for physical activity, and increased exposure to air pollution, and the number of traffic crashes.
The health costs associatedwith these impacts, including costs associatedwith loss of work days andwages,
pain and suffering, and premature death,may be as high as several hundred billion dollars.

An investment in a “healthier” transportation system is critical. Providing convenient alternatives,
encouraging activemodes of transport, and a establishing a transportation system that fosters connectivity and
social interaction cannot only offset health impacts and costs, but generate health benefits.

Health impacts and costs have typically not been considered in the transportation policy, planning, and
funding decision-making process. There are few standards ormodels for estimating health costs.However,
existing research can be used to estimate the population at risk, themagnitude of the health impact, and the
health costs associatedwith those impacts. Growing recognition of the connection between transportation,
land development andhealth has resulted in some studies and examples where health impacts and costs have
been considered and assessed. These examples not only demonstrate that health costs should be a significant
factor in decision-making, but also show that calculating such costs is indeed possible.

Muchmorework is needed in the area of health evaluation and cost assessment in transportation policy.
Investments in healthier transportation are also critically needed. A few key policy changes can help realize
both of these objectives.

Policies that
• Encourage federal planning, funding practices, and decisionmaking to include health impacts, costs
and benefits

• Support development of healthy communities, active transport and incentives for transportation
investments that support health

• Promotemeasurement and evaluation of health, safety and equity in planning and development processes
• Fund research to evaluate health impacts and costs of transportation and land use actions

Such policiesmust be integrated into transportation policy—especially national transportation policy. The
upcoming reauthorization of the federal highway transportation bill provides an important opportunity to
advocate for healthier andmore active transporation systems.

A report prepared for theAmerican PublicHealth Association byUrbanDesign 4Health, Inc. February 10,2010



Overview: Health Costs
Associated with Transportation

Transportation investments, and the transportation systems that emerge from them, shape lives and commu-
nities.Highways, sidewalks, bike paths, trains and bus service connect people to friends and family, jobs,
shopping, school, and countless other activities. These transportation systems also shape the design of the
buildings andneighborhoods that they link together. Transportation systems andneighborhood design
together determine the out of pocket cost, convenience, and comfort of different travel options.1,2The travel
choices wemake on a daily basis—whether we get around via active or sedentary, polluting or non-polluting
modes of travel—are a product of these investment and development decisions (see Table 1).

Since the 1950s our country has prioritized road building and the private autowhen funding transportation,
with proportionately little investment in transit, bicycle andpedestrian infrastructure.3 TheU.S. is, therefore, a
country of drivers – despite recent downward trends in driving, over 80 percent of the country’s workers drove
or rode in a car to work in 2007,4 and in 2008 the average American drove nearly 10,000miles. Investments in
highways and roads have clearly provided theU.S. and its residents with benefits – convenience and comfort,
economic opportunities, access andmobility – and a high degree of independence.However, our auto
dependent lifestyles have also impacted our health and our environment inmanyways. Traffic crashes cause
over 40,000deaths a year. Thirty-fivemillion people live within 300 feet of amajor roadway, and are at higher
risk of respiratory illness due to exposure to traffic-related air pollution.5About one-third of adults are esti-
mated to be obese, and another third are overweight,6 due in part to sedentary lifestyles and the lack of oppor-
tunity for everyday physical activity. Themobility benefits of our current investment paradigmhave also been
inequitably dispersed—low-income, non-driving and ethnicminority populations are less likely to realize the
benefits from road investment, and often suffermore of the adverse impacts.7

Total health care spending in theU.S. is already astronomical, and increasing rapidly,with estimated spendingof
$2.4 trillion in 2008, $3.1 trillion in 2012, and$4.3 trillionby 2016.8 Thehealth impacts of traffic crashes, air
pollution, and physical inactivity alone addhundreds of billions of dollars in costs—costs of health care, lost
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TABLE 1 HOW TRANSPORTATION IMPACTS HEALTH AND EQUITY COSTS
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workdays andproductivity, andpain, suffering andprematuredeath.The costs of obesity account for approximately
nine percent of total U.S. health care spending,9 and add an estimated additional $395 per year to per-person
health care expenses.10Aportion of these costs are attributable to auto-oriented transportation and land use
development that inadvertently limit opportunities for physical activity and access to healthy food. Traffic
crashes cost us $180billion yearly,11 and thehealth costs of transportation-related air pollutionarebetween
$50and$80billion.12Most often, these potential health costs are not included in the transportation decision-
making process and policy framework. These “hidden” health costs of transportationdecisions are stacking up
to a level that canno longer be ignored. If they arenot factored into the decision-making process, these costs
will continue to grow and undermine the country’s economic health and our quality of life.

Transportation Policy and Planning
is at a CrossroadswithHealth

Our current systemof federal transportationpolicy, planning and funding is aholdover fromthe initial structure
set up to implement theU.S. interstate highway system in the Eisenhower era. Although the federal highway
system is bymost accounts complete, the planning and funding structure remains largely the same—with little
accountability and few funding programs that tie into to broader national policy goals. Themajority of highway
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The National
Health Costs
of…

$$
(Billions)

Estimate Includes Source

Obesity and
overweight

$142 • Healthcare costs
• Lost wages due to

illness & disability
• Future earnings lost by

premature death

National Institutes of Health, National Institute of Diabetes
and Digestive and Kidney Diseases. Statistics Related to
Overweight and Obesity: The Economic Costs.

Available at: http://win.niddk.nih.gov/statistics/index.htm

Air pollution
from tra!c

$50-80 • Health care costs
• Premature death

Federal Highway Administration. 2000. Addendum to the
1997 Federal Highway Cost Allocation Study Final Report,
May 2000.

Available at: www.fhwa.dot.gov/policy/hcas/addendum.htm

Tra!c crashes $180 • Healthcare costs
• Lost wages
• Property damage
• Travel delay
• Legal/administrative

costs
• Pain & su"ering
• Lost quality of life

AAA. Crashes vs. Congestion? What’s the Cost to Society?
Cambridge, MD: Cambridge Systematics, Inc.; 2008.

www.aaanewsroom.net/assets/#les/20083591910.
crashesVscongestionfullreport2.28.08.pdf

All cost estimates adjusted to 2008 dollars.

The consequences of inactivity, obesity, exposure to air pollution, and tra!c crashes in the U.S. are staggering when viewed in terms
of cost. Fortunately, with certain policy changes, these costs are largely preventable.
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and transit funding is distributed to transit agencies and stateDepartments of Transportation (DOTs) through
formula grants regardless of the anticipated performance or cost-effectiveness of the project.13The federal
government does not require a consistentmethodology for environmental impact analysis, transportation
modeling, or cost-benefit analysis for agencies seeking federal highway funding—andwhile this approach al-
lows agencies to tailor analyses to fit their needs, itmakes it impossible to compare potential project effective-
ness at a national level. It alsomeans that health impacts, costs and benefits are often left off the table when
projects are being considered.

Themethods used to select transportation projects typically provide, at best, an incomplete accounting of a
project’s potential health costs and benefits. AGovernment Accountability Office survey of stateDOTs and
transit agencies found that although assessments of costs and benefits often play some role in the decision-
making process, formal cost-benefit analysis is rare, and “not necessarily themost important factor” in
project selection.13Although there are no data on how frequently health costs and benefits are included in
cost-benefit analyses, these results indicate thatmore thorough accounting systems are needed to bring health
into the decision-making process.13

The scope andprocess for project evaluationwill varywidely depending on theproject and its location. Typically
any cost-benefit analysis for transportationwill include the costs of construction, right of way acquisition,
operation andmaintenance, travel time savings, and any revenues generated such as tolls. Themonetary costs
andbenefits to health are rarely included. Thedecision to leave out any single impact areamaybemadebecause
of budget and time constraints, because the impacts are perceived as difficult tomeasure, or because evidence is
perceivedasnewor limited.However, suchdecisionshave the result of inflating thebenefits of roadwayprojects
and underestimating the benefits of transit, bicycle and pedestrian projects. It is safe to assume that if even
some of the costs listed belowwere to be considered in the transportation planning process, the decisions
madewould be very different.

• INDIRECT IMPACTS AND INDUCED TRAFFIC. The indirect impacts of transportation investment
on landdevelopment (for example, a new road that fuels development on the fringes of anurban area) and
transportation (“induced traffic”) are typically externalized (not included). This alsomeans the exclusion
of a number of other costs: the impacts of indirect land development on physical activity and obesity, the
cost of the additional infrastructure (local roads,water and sewers, schools, fire, police services) necessary
to serve indirect land development, and the impact of induced traffic on health and the environment
(incremental air pollution, noise, climate change andwater pollution costs).

• SCOPE OF COSTS ESTIMATED. The scope of costs that are included in estimatesmay be limited.
For example, the costs of pain and suffering and other intangible costs are frequently left out of cost-
benefit analyses due to the desire for amore “conservative” approach.However, an approach that uses
the precautionary principle to avoid harmful action—and therefore accounts for all potential costs of an
action—may actually be themost conservative andhealth-protective approach.14,15

• OBESITY AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IMPACTS, COSTS AND BENEFITS. Because research on
the link between transportation, the built environment and physical activity/obesity is relatively new,
there have been limited opportunities to integrate it into current transportationplanningprocesses, and
there areno requirementswithin the planningprocess to do so.However, there is a large and growingbody
of available evidence linking transportation and land use patterns to physical activity and obesity, and
physical activity and obesity to costs.
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• OTHER HEALTH IMPACTS, COSTS AND BENEFITS. Other health impacts of transportation
investment can include noise, water quality,mental health and/or stress, equity and social capital or
social cohesion.Noise andwater quality impacts are typically documented in a project’s environmental
impact assessment, but impacts on health in particular, and the costs/benefits of those impacts, are not
usually calculated.The linkbetween transportation investmentandmentalhealth, stress andsocial cohesion
impacts is less established, with little research onwhich to base cost estimates. Itmay be reasonable to
recognize and discuss potential impacts qualitatively while continuing to perform research and develop
best practices onwhich impacts andcosts canbebased. In termsof equity impacts, analytical andaccounting
methods should examine the population directly affected by the investment, as well as the potential for
differential impacts on different vulnerable subgroupswithin the larger study area population. Evaluation
should consider impacts, costs and benefits with respect to not only low-income and ethnicminority
groups, but to young, elderly and disabled people, who are typically left out of impact assessments.

• TRAFFIC CRASHES AND AIR POLLUTION EXPOSURE. Although the analyticalmethods and
tools exist tomeasure the impacts and costs of traffic crashes and air pollution exposure, these factors are
frequently not accounted for in cost-benefit analysis.

Transportation investments are inevitably a political endeavor, and decisions are oftenmade for reasons other
than objective and technical evidence.However, the stronger the evidence over the need and the benefits/costs
of a particular investment, and themore that planners are able to conceive, articulate, andpromote investments
that address an array of established health concerns, the greater the chance that health-promoting projects
will be funded.

Calculating the Health Costs
of Transportation

Morework is needed to develop “health cost analysis” and to ensure that health is considered in the cost-benefit
analysis of transportation planning, policy and decisionmaking. Severalmodels have been developed and are
being used, and a large amount of data and research exists that canbeused as the basis for the analysis.However,
there are no standardmethods,models or specific guidelines for these calculations, although federal agencies
frequently have standards for impacts (for example, theCleanAirAct standards are health based) and costs that
canbe applied to a cost analysis.With any assessment, a number of assumptionswill need to bemade.

Calculating health costs of changes in investment or policy decisionswill require different sets of data,models
and considerations for each scenario. There are three basic steps in a cost analysis: determining the affected
population, the health impacts on that population, and the cost of those health impacts.

The following examples are conceptual and showhowhealth costs or benefits can be calculated for changes in
pedestrian safety, air pollution and physical activity. These examples are drawn from thework of other
researchers, and detail themethods and approaches they used to arrive at the estimates.
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Traffic Safety Case Study

The SanFranciscoDepartment of PublicHealth estimated howplans for growth in five San Francisco
neighborhoodswould impact pedestrian injuries frommotor vehicle collisions.16,17

1 DETERMINING AFFECTED POPULATION: The population in five San Francisco neighborhoods
that were being studied for increased residential development.

2 DETERMINING HEALTH IMPACTS: A citywide analysis was used to determinewhich factors were
most highly correlatedwith pedestrian – vehicle injury collisions.18These factors included traffic volume,
proportion of arterial streets without public transit service, land area, proportion of households without
cars, proportion of residents commuting via walking or public transit, and total number of residents.
These results were applied to projected increases in population and traffic in each of the neighborhood
plans in order to estimate the change in pedestrian injury collisions, resulting in a projected increase of
17 percent, or 32 additional collisions in those five neighborhoods each year.

To estimate the health impacts of these pedestrian injury crashes, the distribution of pedestrian crashes
by severity for the City of San Francisco over a five-year periodwas applied to the additional projected
crashes (see first column inTable 3).19

3 DETERMINING HEALTH COSTS: CaliforniaHighway Patrol estimates of traffic injury costs were the
basis of the health costs calculation, as shown in the table’s second column. The cost factors include cost
of property damage, lost earnings,medical and legal expenses, and costs of pain and lost quality of life,
andwere adjusted for inflation.20These estimates are also conservative, in that they assume only one
pedestrian is injured per vehicle collision.
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Citywide
Crash

Distribution
(5-year

average)

CHP value
per accident

Estimated
existing
crashes

Estimated cost of
existing crashes

Projected
additional

crashes
with new

development

Estimated cost
of additional

crashes with new
development

Fatalities 3% $ 2,709,000 28.3 $ 76,664,700 0.96 $ 2,600,640

Severe injuries 10% $ 180,000 94.2 $ 16,956,000 3.2 $ 576,000

Visible injuries 36% $ 38,000 339.1 $ 12,885,800 11.52 $ 437,760

Pain complaints 51% $ 20,000 480.4 $ 9,608,000 16.32 $ 326,400

Total 100% -- 942 $ 116,114,500 32 $ 3,422,400

TABLE 3 THE COST OF TRAFFIC CRASHES IN FIVE SAN FRANCISCO NEIGHBORHOODS



Air Pollution Case Study

Researchers fromCalifornia StateUniversity-Fullerton calculated the health cost savings ofmeeting federal
standards for fine particulates and ozone inCalifornia’s SouthCoast and San JoaquinValley regions.21

1 DETERMINING AFFECTED POPULATION: Researchers used a computermodel to estimate the
population currently exposed to unsafe levels of air pollution in both regions.

2 DETERMINING HEALTH IMPACTS: Research results from the scientific literature on air pollution
were used to estimate the health impacts on the affected population. The researchers calculated impacts
both for current conditions and for a scenario inwhich air quality standardsweremet.

3 DETERMINING HEALTH COSTS: In the cost estimating step, other research findings and federal
standardswere used to calculate the cost of premature death,medical expenses due to illness andhospi-
talization and lost wages, and the value of avoided illness (where possible, these rates were adjusted for
California income levels and current year [2007] dollars). These rates were applied to each of the health
impacts that would be avoided bymeeting the standards.

The study did not separate out the impacts ofmotor vehicle air pollution fromother sources of air pollution –
however, we know vehicles contribute significantly to air pollution. In the San JoaquinValley, on-roadmotor
vehiclesmake up 58 percent of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) emissions, one of themajor contributors to ozone,
and 11 percent of fine particulates.22 In the SouthCoast region, on-roadmotor vehiclesmake up 53 percent of
NOx emissions and about 15 percent of fine particulates.

Physical Activity Case Study

Researchers from theUniversity of California-Irvine, University ofWisconsin-Milwaukee andUniversity of
Texas-Austin calculated cost savings from reductions in coronary heart disease deaths and overallmortality
due to increases inwalking inspired bymorewalkable urban design.

1 DETERMINING AFFECTED POPULATION: Portland,Oregonmetro region

2 DETERMINING HEALTH IMPACTS: Using travel diarydata for thePortland,Oregonregion, researchers
first determinedwhich of the following urban design characteristics were significantly correlatedwith

San Joaquin South Coast (Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside and San Bernardino counties)

Costs of air pollution (per year) $1,600 per person $1,250 per person

Savings if air quality standards
were met (per year) $6 billion regionwide $22 billion regionwide

HEALTH SAVINGS FROM MEETING AIR QUALITY STANDARDSTABLE 4
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physical activity: street connectivity, retail employment density, total employment density, population
density and proximity to downtownPortland. The results of the analysis were applied to two scenarios: a
“low change” scenario that increased each urban design value from the regionalmedian to the 75th per-
centile, and a “high change” scenario that increased each to the 95th percentile. To calculate health bene-
fits, researchers assumed that a change in urban designwould impact 5,000people—a significant, but not
unusual change roughly the size of a transit station area or a neighborhood. Existing research on the im-
pact of physical activity onmortality rates23was used to calculate the number of lives saved per year for
each scenario and each urban form characteristic.

3 DETERMINING HEALTH COSTS: To estimate health cost savings,monetized values of human life
frompreviously published sources were applied. The lower value of human life ($2.47m24) was applied to
the “lowchange” scenario,whereas thehigher value ($7.98m25)was applied to the “high change” scenario.
The final values therefore had awide distribution because they reflected both the differing assumptions
for value of life, and the differences in lives saved for each scenario.

In addition to demonstrating that there are substantialmonetary benefits due to additional physical activity
associatedwithmorewalkable urban design, the results show the potential value of changing a single urban
design characteristic (for instance, a regulation that increases allowable development densities) ormaking a
combination of changes (for example, by adding the benefits of increasing street connectivity and retail
development together). These results can therefore be useful for policy analysis by incorporating the potential
benefit from reducedmortality into existingmethods for benefit/cost analysis.
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Land Use/Urban Change in Amount Number of Persons Annual Lives Present Discounted
Design Characteristics of Walking (Miles, Who Will Move from Saved Value (in Dollars)

Over a Two-Day Period) First to Second Tertile
of Physical Activity

Low High
(median–75th (median-95th Low High Low High Low High
percentile) percentile)

Street connectivity
0.3816 1.1844 22.79 78.59 0.0456 0.1572 $2,255,107 $23,205,007(intersection density)

Retail employment
density (retail jobs/ 0.0652 0.9734 4.72 62.09 0.0094 0.1242 $466,574 $18,331,955
0.0652 square mile)

Total employment
density (jobs/1.0648 0.0019 1.0648 1.57 66.02 0.0031 0.1320 $155,525 $19,492,206
square mile)

Population density
0.2581 0.549 15.72 28.29 0.0314 0.0566 $1,555,247 $8,353,802(persons/square mile)

Distance to central
–0.8108 –2.5054 45.58 209.05 0.0912 0.4181 $4,510,215 $61,725,318business district (miles)

ESTIMATED COST SAVINGS FROM WALKABLE URBAN DESIGNTABLE 5



Factoring Health Costs into Future
Transportation Policy Is Critical

The current process bywhich transportation funding decisions aremade generally does little to consider the
long-termcosts andbenefits tohealth, safety andequity.Our systemof transportation investmenthas resulted in
many benefits for theU.S. and its residents, but today’s growing, aging and urbanizing population has different
needs and expectations for a transportation system.Negotiations over the federal transportation bill will shape
transportation spending from top to bottom, and every indication is that the bill is a key opportunity not just to get
more funding for health and safety programs, but to totally re-think the transportation fundingprocess. Invest-
ment should shift toward transit, pedestrian andbicycling infrastructure in order to facilitate healthy, equitable
and environmentally soundmobility. Evaluativemethods and project selection practices should reflect goals of
accountability and tractability as well as national policy objectives.

Recommendations for Future Transportation Policy and Investment

1 A considerable increase in transportation investments is needed to offermore balanced and affordable
modes of transport including biking, walking and public transit. Currently 80%of federal transporta-
tion funding goes towardbuildinghighways and improving road infrastructures, and approximately 20%
goes towardpublic transit andmotor vehicle safety programs.

2 Federal planning and funding practices need tomore fully account for impacts, costs and benefits to
health, throughout the planning and decision-making processes. Itmay be necessary to develop new
methods and approaches for health cost accounting, or to fundnew areas of research on the health
impacts of transportation investments. By internalizing potential health costs, decisions can bemade
based on a full understanding of the cost tradeoffs to the public, rather than ignoring or trying to guess
at what the costsmight be.

3 Anational set of health-relatedpolicy objectives needs to bepart of the criteria for federal transportation
funding decisions. Performance-based transportation fundingwould allocatemore funds to projects
andefforts that supporthealthy communities andactive transportation, andgive transportationplanning
agencies an incentive to put forthmore health-promoting transportation investments.

4 Research funding should be allocated to document the health costs of transportation investments and
develop and apply evidence-based tools that account for the health impacts of such investments. These
tools can range from the simple and qualitative tomore robust quantitative approaches. Existing tools
formodeling or scenario planning can bemodified to include health outcomes. Such efforts, which use
evidence-based feedback to informproject development, are critical. Funding should bemade avail-
able to test these tools across a range of geographic settings, study area sizes, demographic populations,
and project types.
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Health Impact Assessment :: HIA is a “combinationofprocedures,methods,
and tools bywhich apolicy, program,orprojectmaybe judgedas to its potential effects
on thehealthof apopulation, and thedistributionof those effectswithin thepopulation.”
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